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Market Trends Studies, Books & Opinions

InstaMed’s 12th Annual Trends in Healthcare Payments Report Reveals 87% of Consumers Were
Surprised by a Medical Bill in 2021

MyHealthGuide Source: InstaMed, 3/24/2022

PHILADELPHIA – InstaMed, a J.P. Morgan company, released the Trends in Healthcare Payments
Twelfth Annual Report – highlighting trends from the major industry stakeholders: consumers, providers
and payers. The report delves into the financial toll that the COVID-19 pandemic has had on the
healthcare ecosystem. Those realities have shed light on the need for providers and payers to prioritize
and accelerate improvements to their payment processes. 

Survey results in the report reflect a growing disconnect between perception and reality for consumers in
healthcare payments.

Price transparency: 87% of consumers were surprised by a medical bill in 2021, while only
21% of providers prioritize price transparency for patients.

Paper dominates: 70% of consumers receive medical bills via mail, but only 9% of consumers
want to pay that bill with a paper check. 1 in 4 consumers ended a transaction for a medical bill
because they couldn’t pay with a credit or debit card.

Loyalty impacts: 74% of millennial consumers would switch providers for a better healthcare
payments experience, yet 39% of providers still believe billing and collection efforts have no
impact on the patient experience.

The ongoing pandemic and the steep growth in digital experiences and payments across industries has
influenced perceptions within the healthcare industry.

Consumers want online payments: 90% of consumers pay recurring bills online, and 87% of
consumers want to make all of their healthcare payments in one place.

Providers want free EFT: 87% of providers prefer EFT without fees, while only 10% preferred
checks, and only 1% preferred EFT with fees from payers.

Payers prioritize member experience: 86% of payers prioritize member engagement in 2022,
while 87% of payers think members are likely to recommend their health plans.

"The last two years of the COVID-19 pandemic have presented many challenges to the healthcare
industry,” said Bill Marvin, Managing Director and Head of J.P. Morgan Healthcare Payments and CEO
of InstaMed. “The trends and stakeholder sentiments that we are seeing are unlike anything we have
seen throughout the history of this report. Most importantly, these trends and sentiments offer hope and
progress for the healthcare payments experience, yet we continue to maintain our view that the
healthcare payments industry is ripe with opportunities for innovation, digitization and scale.”

The Trends in Healthcare Payments Twelfth Annual Report highlights quantitative data derived from
$460 billion in healthcare payments processed on the InstaMed platform and also features qualitative,
proprietary, independently-gathered survey data from consumers, providers and payers nationwide. 

The report is available for download, free of charge, at www.instamed.com/trends along with
registration for the webinar InstaMed will be hosting to explore the report’s data on Thursday, March
31st at 1:00 PM ET. 

About InstaMed

InstaMed, a J.P. Morgan company, is part of the firm’s Healthcare Payments business that supports
clients across the Corporate and Investment Bank, Commercial Bank and Chase Business Bank. J.P.
Morgan Healthcare Payments has integrated InstaMed’s solutions to deliver an end-to-end suite of
payments, treasury, and banking solutions to healthcare organizations of all sizes. InstaMed powers a
better healthcare payments experience and connects consumers, providers and payers for every
healthcare payment transaction. InstaMed’s patented, private cloud-based technology securely
transforms healthcare payments by driving electronic transactions, processing payments and moving
healthcare data seamlessly, and improving consumer satisfaction. Consumers, providers and payers
benefit from InstaMed’s exclusive focus on healthcare, integration into any healthcare IT system, robust
analytics and proven scale. Visit instamed.com. 
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General & Company News

New Study Validates Payer/Physician Use of AI to Cut Wasteful Spending on High-Cost, Low-
Value Cancer Drugs

MyHealthGuide Source: Richard L. Nicholas, Founder,  TPA NETWORK Research Consortium, Ltd.,
3/25/2022

San Diego, CA -- The TPA NETWORK Research Consortium announced the release of a new study that
challenges common misconceptions about combination cancer therapies, their cost and value. It
provides payers, physicians and patients with insight as to how they can avoid wasteful spending on
high-cost, low-clinical-value cancer drugs and demonstrates how Healthcare AI can be used to guide
drug selection to improve effectiveness and drive value for payers and patients. According to some legal
/ regulatory experts, this study could have very broad implications for the concept of “medical necessity”
and the practice of medical care management.” 

The concurrent (on- and off-label) use of multiple FDA-approved drugs to treat advanced cancer is now
common-place; however, there are 4.5+ million possible 1-, 2- and 3-drug combinations of the ≈ 300
available cancer drugs. As a result, the task of identifying which drug combination will work best on a
tumor’s unique genomics is beyond human cognitive capacity — without the aid of artificial intelligence
(AI), supercomputers and complex algorithms.

The study, “Gaining Control of Combination Cancer Treatment Risk by Incorporating Cost and Value
Data into the Drug Selection Process at the Point-of-Care”, was conducted using clinical case study data
provided by world-renown cancer doctors and research scientists. This data was processed by an AI-
powered decision support tool that helps oncologists create customized cancer therapy options that are
based on a patient’s unique molecular profile. Some 90 customized combination therapies were
evaluated based on the degree to which they address a patient’s actionable cancer markers. A
cost/value index was used to assess the financial value of each treatment option. The study’s findings
are of keen interest to cancer patients, clinicians, payers and manufacturers:

It is intuitive to believe that the cost of a treatment which involves the use of multiple high-cost
drugs would be far more than a regimen that involves only one expensive drug. Interestingly, this
study found that multi-drug therapies were often far less costly than commonly prescribed
monotherapies. While instructive, this is also lamentable, as it is likely that the mistaken
presumption that combination therapies would be excessively expensive could have dissuaded
some from pursuing a multi-drug option that may have been effective.

Some 70% of the therapies that were most often determined to be a best value were 3-drug
combinations. In many cases, they were not only the best value but also among the least costly
of the top-ranked treatments.

The study showed how having comparative treatment cost/value data at the point of care helps
clinicians and payers identify safe, high-value therapy options and avoid selecting toxic or high-
cost, low clinical value drugs.

According to Richard Nicholas, the study’s author:

“Few doctors are aware of the cost of the drugs they prescribe; others have misconceptions
about them. This often results in high-cost, low-value treatment. Our study shows why there is no
reason to continue the practice of uninformed, high-stakes oncology prescribing with the advent
of Healthcare AI that can guide drug selection to improve effectiveness, avoid waste and drive
value for payers and patients.

The concise, plain language study contains several illustrations and case examples. It is archived and
indexed on and may be download here or from the Research Consortium here. For more information
about its methodology, the data used or enabling technology, contact Mr. Nicholas at
Richard@ResearchConsortium.org.

About TPA NETWORK Research Consortium

Led by Richard L. Nicholas, a healthcare industry veteran, the TPA NETWORK Research Consortium is
a healthcare-focused non-profit enterprise, that helps payers evaluate new medical technologies and
healthcare innovations. Mr. Nicholas testified as an expert at hearings before the US Congress and is the
author of a book on healthcare cost containment and many papers and studies. He recently served on
the CDC/ASTM International committee that created the new Barrier Face Covering standard that has
been adopted by the FDA, NIOSH, etc. Richard earned a BA degree with distinction from Boston College
and an MBA from Duke University’s Graduate School of Business.  Visit www.ResearchConsortium.org
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EHNAC and HITRUST Partner to Strengthen Privacy and Security Requirements for Trusted
Network Accreditation Program (TNAP)

MyHealthGuide Source: The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC),
3/21/2022

Editor's Note: HITRUST compliance is required by TPAs and other healthcare payers.  Increasingly,
HITRUST CSF certification is required.

SIMSBURY, CT and FRISCO, TX – The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission
(EHNAC) and HITRUST® announced a partnership to strengthen the framework of the Trusted Network
Accreditation Program (TNAP). 

TNAP seeks to promote interoperability by assuring the security and privacy of trusted networks and the
use of enabling technologies in the healthcare ecosystem. The program provides third-party review with
accreditation for Trusted Exchange qualified health information networks and participants, addresses
existing security and privacy compliance mandates and aligns with new TEFCA regulatory requirements. 

Developed through an industry collaboration in alignment with the development of the Trusted Exchange
Framework with Common Agreement (TEFCA), TNAP provides third-party accreditation for healthcare
exchange entities such as qualified health information networks (QHINs), participants, health information
exchanges, accountable care organizations, data registries, participant members, and other
stakeholders. The program is administered by EHNAC and assesses an organization's ability to
demonstrate alignment with TEFCA requirements, including reviewing technical performance, business
processes, and resource management, as well as leveraging the HITRUST CSF for privacy and security
requirements. 

"EHNAC and HITRUST are committed to ensuring that all organizations are able to adhere to the latest
best practices and standards in privacy and security while meeting federal and state compliance
mandates," said Lee Barrett, Executive Director and CEO, EHNAC. “That’s why it’s critical for programs
like TNAP to have the support of leading Standards Development Organizations. The value add to the
program is immeasurable when ensuring stakeholder-trust in today’s complex and cyber risk-based
healthcare ecosystem.” 

HITRUST and EHNAC are working together to ensure the privacy and security requirements for TNAP
(based on the HITRUST CSF) align with the current guidance for the Trusted Exchange Framework and
the Common Agreement and will provide additional updates as future versions are released.

The HITRUST CSF addresses security, privacy, and regulatory challenges facing organizations in many
industries, including healthcare. By integrating and harmonizing over 40 nationally and internationally
accepted security- and privacy-related regulations, standards, and frameworks, the HITRUST CSF helps
organizations address information risk management and compliance challenges through a
comprehensive and flexible risk- and compliance-based framework of prescriptive and scalable controls.

Organizations that obtain the HITRUST Risk-based, 2-year (r2) Certification and EHNAC Accreditation
can demonstrate that they are achieving the highest standards in their data protection and privacy
programs.

"Incorporating HITRUST r2 Certification as a requirement of TNAP enables organizations that may rely
on a TNAP accreditation to know that the accreditation's standards for privacy and security are
appropriate given the risk posed and compliance requirements. This is of utmost importance as we seek
to enable further interoperability in general and the TEFCA system in particular," said Steve Baram,
Executive Vice President, Customer Engagement, HITRUST.

Organizations applying for TNAP accreditation can select one of two programs:

1. TNAP-QHIN accreditation or TNAP-Participant/Participant Member accreditation. TNAP-QHIN
accreditation is tailored towards healthcare information networks that desire to align with TEFCA.

2. TNAP-Participant/Participant Member accreditation is for those organizations that plan to
participate in a QHIN or with an entity that will be participating in a QHIN through another source.

Many of these will be individual healthcare entities or social service providers and can use the TNAP
Accreditation with a HITRUST r2 Validated Assessment with Certification requirement as part of a robust
third-party risk management system.

Barrett added, "As an assessor for HITRUST, EHNAC is the only organization able to provide EHNAC
accreditation and conduct HITRUST assessment services. Organizations that obtain HITRUST
Certification may also leverage assessment reporting to obtain accreditation for any of EHNAC's 20
stakeholder-specific accreditation programs, including TNAP."

Healthcare industry stakeholders are encouraged to visit the TNAP website to download and review the
TNAP criteria. Applicant candidates commencing the accreditation process will be required to adhere to
TNAP v.1.0. 

About EHNAC

The Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC) is a voluntary, self-governing
standards development organization (SDO) established to develop standard criteria and accredit
organizations that electronically exchange healthcare data. These entities include accountable care
organizations, data registries, electronic health networks, EPCS vendors, e-prescribing solution
providers, financial services firms, health information exchanges, health information service providers,
management service organizations, medical billers, outsourced service providers, payers, practice
management system vendors, third-party administrators and trusted networks. The Commission is an
authorized HITRUST CSF Assessor, making it the only organization with the ability to provide both
EHNAC accreditation and HITRUST CSF certification.

EHNAC was founded in 1993 and is a tax-exempt 501(c)(6) nonprofit organization. Guided by peer
evaluation, the EHNAC accreditation process promotes quality service, innovation, cooperation and open
competition in healthcare. Contact Debra Hopkinson at dhopkinson@ehnac.org and visit
www.ehnac.org, contact info@ehnac.org, or follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube. 

About HITRUST®

Since it was founded in 2007, HITRUST has championed programs that safeguard sensitive information
and manage information risk for organizations across all industries and throughout the third-party supply
chain. In collaboration with privacy, information security and risk management leaders from the public
and private sectors, HITRUST develops, maintains, and provides broad access to its widely adopted
common risk and compliance management frameworks as well as detailed assessment and assurance
methodologies. Contact Donna McCally at donna.mccally@hitrustalliance.net  and visit
www.hitrustalliance.net. 
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The What, How and Who of Vālenz®: The Power of Providing Clarity for Customers

MyHealthGuide Source: Vālenz®, 3/25/2022

PHOENIX, AZ — Rob Gelb, Chief Executive Officer of Vālenz®, joined Chris Fisher of BenefitsAlly to
take its 3x3x3 Challenge, a 3-minute video which is designed as a forum to educate the market while
helping benefit advisors and industry partners more succinctly share key details about their companies.

To answer three basic questions -- telling the story of what Valenz is, what makes it different, and who is
a good fit for the services the company provides – the challenge requires an answer of less than one
minute with just one slide to illustrate each question. 

“The 3x3x3 Challenge solidified for us how critical it is to clearly share with customers the What, How
and Who of Valenz,” Gelb said. “This format forces efficiency and a complete understanding about the
value we provide. As we create more meaningful conversations about self-insurance, we can leverage
this approach to better convey the power of our ecosystem in improving plan design, plan spend and
member lives.”

In this video, Gelb discusses how Valenz differentiates itself through its member-centric services and
leveraging a culture of collaboration and transparency to align members, providers and payers, and
achieve balance in the quality, utilization/advocacy and cost equation. According to Gelb, Valenz drives
measurable value for the self-insured employer and smarter, better, faster healthcare for everyone. 

About Valenz 

Vālenz® simplifies the complexities of self-insurance for employers through a steadfast commitment to
data transparency and decision enablement. To balance the relationship between healthcare quality,
advocacy and cost, the Valenz approach aligns the member, provider and payer. We deliver this synergy
through a strong foundation with deep roots in clinical and member advocacy, alongside decades-long
expertise in claim reimbursement and payment validity, integrity and accuracy. By establishing true
transparency and offering data-driven solutions that improve cost, quality and outcomes for you and your
members, Valenz engages early and often for smarter, better, faster healthcare. Valenz is backed by
Great Point Partners. Visit valenzhealth.com
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Flume Health adds NextCare to its Flume Community™ Platform, Expanding In-Network
Opportunities for Self-funded Employers in Texas and Beyond

MyHealthGuide Source: Flume Health, 3/23/2022 

MESA, AZ and NEW YORK -- Flume Health, a Health-Plan-as-a-Service platform that eliminates the
complexity of designing and managing healthcare plans, announced that it has added NextCare, one of
the nation's largest privately owned providers of urgent care and occupational medicine service, to its
Flume Community™ platform starting with all 40 NextCare clinics in Texas. The program will expand to
NextCare's locations in 10 additional states, including OK, MI, AZ, CO, KS, MO, NC, NM, VA and WY
throughout 2022-23.

The industry is starting to embrace a new direction in healthcare as evidenced by health plans
contracting directly with providers and health providers considering new, alternative arrangements to
ensure people receive top care. Flume Health and NextCare's arrangement allows middle market
companies in all kinds of industries (that offer health plans powered by Flume) to add convenient and
affordable access to urgent medical care for their employees and families. By tailoring healthcare plans
according to the needs of varied companies and workforces, Flume creates solutions that help people
where they're at in their personal health journeys and up level the offerings that their employers can
provide.

"Flume Health has always been in the business of trying to make it easier for people to access care at a
more reasonable price. It's very much core to our mission, and it's what we've been doing from day one,"
said Cedric Kovacs-Johnson, CEO and founder, Flume Health. "By adding NextCare to our platform of
providers, we continue to find ways to increase healthcare options for American workers, while aiming for
transparent and fair pricing so that employers as well as NextCare's providers and patients know exactly
what to expect."

Through Flume Health, employers can design plans that waive deductibles and coinsurance for all
participants' Flume Community™ visits, so that patients pay everything owed at the time of service,
taking providers out of the collections business and removing barriers for patients who may otherwise
have put off care for financial reasons. Also as part of the Flume Community, providers benefit from a
dramatically reduced billing cycle – within 96 hours of a clean claim – as well as fair payment rates that
are on average above the 50th percentile of fully insured payments based on local market rates.

"Self-funded employers that Flume serves in Texas run the gamut of industry, including a law firm and a
landscaping company. These businesses want to offer their employees improved benefits, to attract and
retain workers, and because it's the right thing to do," said Thom Palmer, Vice President of Managed
Care, NextCare. "This agreement is the first big step toward expanding into all of our 156 locations in 11
states as we continue to seek new ways to provide more access and affordability to people in urgent
times of medical need."

About Flume Health

Flume Health is the first digital platform for health plan administration, replacing traditional TPAs and
empowering challengers and established healthcare companies to design and launch powerful next-
generation, personalized health plans. A Health-Plan-as-a-Service, Flume eliminates the complexity of
designing, managing, and launching personalized healthcare plans. Companies can leverage Flume's
Health-Plan-as-a-Service operating system to take on the difficulties of delivering personalized health
plans, allowing plan providers to focus on member experience. Visit www.flumehealth.com.

About NextCare

NextCare is one of the nation's largest providers of urgent care and occupational medical services, with
an emphasis on customer service to ensure patients experience the highest level of care. NextCare
operates 156 urgent care facilities in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Texas, Virginia and Wyoming. Contact Jeff Gerlach, Chief Growth Officer, at
jeffgerlach@nextcare.com and visit www.NextCare.com or call 888-381-4858. For the latest news, follow
NextCare on Twitter (@NextCare) and Facebook.
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6 Degrees Health’s April Fireside Chat will feature Dave Chase, Health Rosetta and Adam
Berkowitz, SimparaHR

MyHealthGuide Source: 6 Degrees Health, 3/22/2022

Fireside Chat Topic: “The Journey from Serving Big Carriers' Needs to Serving One's Community and
Transforming Healthcare”

In our April Fireside Chat, Adam Berkowitz will discuss why they started a new agency along with the
serendipity of joining Dave Chase's Health Rosetta’s first cohort — a conversation about key issues that
gained traction early on, as well as missteps and failures. These early experiences paved the way for
what they are building today and the demand they generate. They have leaned into partnerships with
Health Rosetta and 6 Degrees Health to enable more durable programs for our community.

Date: Tuesday, April 19, 2022
Time: 11:00 am PT
Click Here to Register

To see upcoming Fireside Chat topics and our speaker lineup, visit 
www.6degreeshealth.com/webinars/

About Dave Chase 

Dave is the creator of the Health Rosetta, and author of "Relocalizing Health: The Future of Health Care
is Local, Open and Independent." Previously, he was the CEO and co-founder of Avado, which was
acquired by and integrated into WebMD & Medscape, the most widely used healthcare professional site.
Before Avado, he worked for several years outside of healthcare in startups as founder or consulting
roles with LiveRez.com, MarketLeader, & WhatCounts. He also played founding and leadership roles in
launching two new $1B+ businesses within Microsoft, including their $2 billion healthcare platform
business.

About Adam Berkowitz

His belief that the most important asset businesses have to manage is their people and a desire to
create an agency founded on that principle led Adam Berkowitz to launch Simpara in October 2016. "I
wanted to create a better way," says Berkowitz. After spending nearly, a decade within the benefits field it
had become clear to him that employers needed a more efficient way to deliver first-class benefits to
their people without excessive cost or heavy administrative burden. Berkowitz's passion for helping
people is contagious and he is providing the very best opportunities for clients to enhance engagement,
promote health, and untangle the complex issues that accompany modern healthcare systems and
regulations.

About 6 Degrees Health 

6 Degrees Health is a service-first cost containment company. We break from traditional networks and
opaque billing practices through reference-based pricing, payment integrity, out-of-network, transplant,
and stop-loss solutions. With unparalleled clinical expertise and innovative data technology, 6 Degrees
Health works with partners to provide the true benefit of healthcare. Visit www.6degreeshealth.com. 

Heath Potter, Chief Growth Officer, 6 Degrees Health, can be reached at
heathpotter@6degreeshealth.com, (503) 640-9933 Ext. 1102, and (971) 762-1406 direct. 
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The Phia Group Announces Webinar: Recognizing Risks, Reaping Rewards… Industry
Responses to Costly Threats, and How Plans Must Prepare

MyHealthGuide Source: The Phia Group, 3/25/2022

Webinar Title: Recognizing Risks, Reaping Rewards… Industry Responses to Costly Threats, and How
Plans Must Prepare. 

Description: Since 2020, the pandemic and health care regulations have dominated the air waves. The
issues that existed prior to 2020 haven’t vanished, however, and they continue to fly under the radar. In
2022, we anticipate these issues – such as costly medical procedures, devices, and specialty drugs –
will be causing serious headaches for plan administrators. Adding to the perfect storm, stop-loss carriers
are looking to protect themselves from what they believe will be a series of expensive years in health
care. Join The Phia Group as we expose these risks, explain what to look for, and provide some best
practices to deal with them.  Recording Link. 
 
 About The Phia Group

The Phia Group, LLC, headquartered in Canton, Massachusetts, is an experienced provider of health
care cost containment techniques offering comprehensive claims recovery, plan document and
consulting services designed to control health care costs and protect plan assets. By providing industry
leading consultation, plan drafting, subrogation and other cost containment solutions, Contact Garrick
Hunt at ghunt@phiagroup.com, 781-535-5644 and visit www.PhiaGroup.com.
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Nova’s “Under the Coverage” Features Quizzify CEO Tips on Wise Spending for ER and Prenatal
Services

MyHealthGuide Source: Nova Healthcare Administrators (Nova), 3/24/2022

BUFFALO, NY – When at the doctor’s office, it can feel like a lot of information is thrown at you in a short
time. You may have questions but hesitate to ask for various reasons. But asking questions can save
you some money, as Al Lewis, CEO and co-founder of Quizzify, shares on Nova’s latest podcast,
“Pregnancy and ER Bills.”

On this week’s episode of “Under the Coverage,” Lewis, making his second appearance on the podcast,
discusses tips to save money on emergency room visits and prenatal care, along with other resources
available through Quizzify. Quizzify is a health care learning platform that aims to make people more
savvy health care consumers using a format similar to Jeopardy, offering humorous, trivia-style quizzes
reviewed by doctors at Harvard Medical School to explain complex topics.

“We do say wiser consumers make healthier decisions – that’s our catch phrase at Quizzify, along with
‘just because it’s health care doesn’t mean it’s good for you,’” quips Lewis.

Stream this week’s episode to learn more! 

How to Listen

New episodes are added weekly and are available on SoundCloud, Stitcher, Spotify, Apple Podcasts
and Google Podcasts, Amazon Music and TuneIn. NEW: You can now also listen via digital assistants
like Alexa, Google and Cortana. Just ask Alexa to, “play the Under the Coverage podcast on Apple
Podcasts” (or wherever you get your podcasts).

Under the Coverage features people who spend their working days focused on health benefits and
health care, sharing their insider tips on information they wish every health care consumer knew. Have
an idea for a future episode or a question you’d like answered? Find Under the Coverage on Twitter
@UndrTheCoverage or email podcast@novahealthcare.com. 

About Nova

Founded in 1982 and headquartered in Buffalo, NY, Nova is one of the largest third-party administrators
of self-funded employee benefit programs in the nation, providing the health care solutions our clients
need in the way they need them. And we go far beyond the basics. We are creative problem solvers who
build custom solutions. Nova provides a unique, comprehensive array of services, including medical,
dental, vision, COBRA, reimbursement account administration, and private-labeled solutions. Nova also
offers award-winning, in-house, integrated medical management programs. We are the stewards of our
clients’ benefit plans, offering best-in-class partnerships, customized solutions, and personalized service.
Contact Breann Petro at bpetro@novahealthcare.com and visit www.novahealthcare.com.
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HCAA Shares a Recap from Day Two Sessions at Executive Forum 2022

MyHealthGuide Source: The Health Care Administrators Association (HCAA), 3/18/2022

ST. LOUIS – The Health Care Administrators Association (HCAA), a leader in education, networking,
resources and advocacy for the self-funding industry, shared some of the speaker highlights from the
second day of Executive Forum 2022.

Held in late February 2022 at the Bellagio in Las Vegas, the day two sessions featured several prominent
experts in their field including Marshall Allen, noted Author of “Never Pay the First Bill,” Journalist and
Investigative Reporter, Michelle Bounce, COO, JP Farley Corporation, Jeff Walter, President,
Professional Benefit Administrators, Inc., John Barlament, Employee Benefits Attorney, Reinhart
Boerner Van Deuren, and Galen Emanuele, International Keynote Speaker on Team Culture, EQ and
Leadership.

During Marshall Allen’s session, “How to Equip and Empower Patients to Lower Health Care Costs,” he
addressed how to avoid unnecessary care, high priced hospitals, and the proper way to examine medical
bills for inaccuracies and overcharges. He informed the audience that you can save a significant amount
of money by being informed and working together with your employer to better health care costs across
the board.

Following Allen’s session, Michelle Bounce, Jeff Walter, and John Barlament, kicked off with their
session, “Finding Interesting Ways to Navigate the Latest Legal Changes While Serving Your Clients in
New and Better Ways.” During this session, they spoke about the legal changes affecting the third-party
administrator and self-funding group health plan business and the approaches members are taking
towards compliance. They presented the audience with a series of questions, covering everything from
how to properly improve quality to how to avoid problems with direct contracts. 

The evening came to a close with “Transforming Personal Impact and Team Culture with "Yes, and"
presented by Galen Emanuele. Emanuele’s session was unique as he had the audience get involved by
participating in a few team building exercises. During his session he presented the audience with key
takeaways including how to gain critical communication skills to increase self-awareness, emotional
intelligence, and how your responses your team and organization. 

After Emanuele’s session, HCAA thanked the audience for attending the first in-person event of the year
and presented the amount raised to the Executive Forum 2022 charity, Dollar For. With the help of each
one of the sponsors and attendees, HCAA raised $11,389 for the worthy charity. 

For more information, click Executive Forum 2022.  Also, for the upcoming conference, click TPA
Summit.

About HCAA

The HCAA is the premier nonprofit trade association elevating third-party administrators (TPAs) and
other stakeholders from across the self-funding industry. Throughout our over 40-year history, we’ve
remained committed to improving the quality, sustainability, and value of this essential sector on behalf of
our members, while forging a path for tomorrow’s health care benefit administrators.  Visit www.hcaa.org
and connect with us at @HCAAinfo, HCAA LinkedIn and HCAA YouTube.
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People News

Prodigy Announces Thomas D. Cardwell as Director of Stop Loss Sales

MyHealthGuide Source: Prodigy, 3/10/2022

ELK GROVE, CA – Prodigy Health Insurance Services is thrilled to welcome Thomas (Tom) D.
Cardwell as the Director of Stop Loss Sales. In this role, Cardwell will focus on Prodigy’s promise to
deliver quality healthcare at an affordable price by overseeing the sale and administration of stop-loss
sales through Prodigy’s TPA partners. 

Tom Cardwell
Director of Stop Loss Sales

Prodigy

“Tom is an outstanding addition to the team here at Prodigy,” said John Youngs, CEO of Prodigy Health
Insurance Services. “His sales leadership and strong background will allow Prodigy to accelerate its
growth and while strengthening our relationships with current TPA partners.”

Cardwell brings a wealth of industry knowledge to Prodigy with more than 20 years in stop-loss sales
and executive management, and many years in TPA operating system sales and management.
Alongside his stop loss and management expertise, he is an active participant in HCAA, SIIA, SPBA, and
has held several board and committee positions within.

About Prodigy Health Insurance Services

Prodigy delivers innovative solutions to client health plans based on time-tested principles and in-depth
knowledge of medical risk management and loss mitigation. In addition to traditional stop loss, we offer
experience and expertise in level-funded, trust, and captive insurance solutions, all designed to help
make quality healthcare more affordable and accessible for all. Visit prodigystoploss.com. 
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Prodigy Announces Marc F. Spellane as Director of Sales

MyHealthGuide Source: Prodigy, 3/14/2022

ELK GROVE, CA – Prodigy Health Insurance Services is pleased to welcome Marc F. Spellane as the
Director of Sales. Spellane brings an innovative approach to Prodigy where he will focus his time on
broker distribution and the marketing of our level-funded health plan, Integrated Health Solutions. 

Marc Spellane
Director of Sales

Prodigy

Integrated Health Solutions is an ERISA qualified level-funded health program developed to provide
employers and employees with manageable monthly costs while delivering affordable access to
healthcare and long-term price stabilization.

“We are excited to have someone join the Prodigy team of Marc’s caliber,” said John Youngs, CEO of
Prodigy Health Insurance Services. “We look forward to his growth and success within the company and
helping new clients gain savings through Integrated Health Solutions.”

Spellane will be an asset to Prodigy Health Insurance Services with his 20 years of sales and marketing
experience from many of the nation’s largest health and stop-loss insurers. As a member of HCAA and
SIIA, Spellane will also represent Prodigy on various committees.

About Prodigy Health Insurance Services

Prodigy delivers innovative solutions to client health plans based on time-tested principles and in-depth
knowledge of medical risk management and loss mitigation. In addition to traditional stop loss, we offer
experience and expertise in level-funded, trust, and captive insurance solutions, all designed to help
make quality healthcare more affordable and accessible for all. Visit prodigystoploss.com.
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INTERLINK® Promotes Eric Tavares and Heidi Scarbrough and Adds Ryan Hakes 

MyHealthGuide Source: INTERLINK®, 3/22/2022

Hillsboro, OR – INTERLINK COE Networks & Programs continues to recruit and promote nationally
recognized leaders to meet the sophisticated needs of its expanding clientele. The exciting changes
include promoting Eric Tavares, JD to President of INTERLINK TransplantCARE & Shared Services,
promoting Heidi Scarbrough RN, MSN, CMSRN, CCM, NE BC to President of the INTERLINK
CancerCARE Program, and recruiting Ryan Hakes as Director of Marketing & Communications.

Eric Tavares has been a leader within INTERLINK for nine years. Starting as a network negotiator, Eric
expanded into the CancerCARE design team, transplant network narrowing processes and language,
operations, and fulfills the in-house legal needs of the company. Eric’s promotion was from Executive
Vice President & General Counsel to President of INTERLINK TransplantCARE & Shared Services. Eric
will also oversee the Shared Services team, which provides reciprocal services to both INTERLINK
companies, including legal, accounting and financial, Payroll, HR, claims, and network management. 

With membership projected to exceed 1,000,000 members before year-end, stability, effectiveness, and
efficiency are vital components of CancerCARE’s continued expansion. Heidi brings years of leadership
experience to INTERLINK in recruiting, refining operations, and creating stable processes and
workforces. Heidi will be overseeing the installation of the HELIOS Care Management System,
expansion of CancerCARE staff and facilities, and leading large client relations. Heidi’s promotion is from
National Director of Clinical Operations to President. Heidi will be coordinating with Eric Tavares for
Shared Services.

INTERLINK’s TransplantCARE program is in its 26th year of operation and CancerCARE in its 8th, so
Ryan Hakes was recruited to provide a coordinated professional look for both organizations. Ryan will be
supporting INTERLINK sales programs with integrated marketing, reviewing the structure and
composition of operational materials, and leading INTERLINK’s outbound communications programs.
Ryan will be part of INTERLINK’s Shared Services workgroup and support both the TransplantCARE and
CancerCARE programs. 

“INTERLINK had a vision two years ago to create a management team that could lead the company to
the next level,” says John Van Dyke, INTERLINK’s Chief Executive Officer, “and with these promotions
and the addition of marketing, that leadership team is now complete, and our vision realized. Eric and
Heidi will be fully supported with in-house specialists, and their mission is to solidify INTERLINK’s
leadership positions for both our transplant and cancer solutions.”

About INTERLINK® COE Networks & Programs

INTERLINK® is a recognized leader in outcome-based contracting and national network development
with over 25 years of experience in building Centers of Excellence Networks for high-cost, low-frequency
medical procedures used by health plans across the country. INTERLINK also provides Specialty
Networks, including oncology, CHD, VAD, CAR-T, Cardiac, and Bariatric surgery. INTERLINK is also
known for its revolutionary Performance Modeling Program, which uses risk-adjusted data to identify the
top-performing transplant teams in the nation. INTERLINK’s comprehensive cancer management
program, called the CancerCARE Program, becomes the first call for physicians as they plan treatment
and seek authorization. All proposed treatment plans are evaluated against NCCN Guidelines® for
medical concordance or other sources of evidence-based care. CancerCARE has its own Centers of
Excellence networks and accesses INTERLINK transplant networks for bone marrow  transplants.
CancerCARE is offered to health plans of all types and captives for captive-wide adoption. Contact Ryan
Hakes at ryan.hakes@interlinkhealth.com, 800-599-9119, and visit interlinkhealth.com
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Vālenz® Hires Kevin O’Donnell as Vice President, Enterprise Solutions

MyHealthGuide Source: Vālenz®, 3/25/2022

PHOENIX, AZ — Vālenz® is pleased to announce Kevin O’Donnell, MPA, has joined the company as
Vice President, Enterprise Solutions.

O’Donnell brings extensive experience in providing advisory and strategic services, project management
and implementation support to healthcare organizations. He will be highly involved in expanding and
integrating how Valenz delivers solutions for providers and payers that assure the validation, integrity
and accuracy of reimbursement and claims, as well as care and member advocacy program
enhancements. Other key responsibilities include driving product growth, supporting client-facing sales
function, and fulfilling roles within operations and technology.

“We are thrilled to have Kevin’s entrepreneurial spirit and proven success in operations, consulting  and
change management on the Valenz leadership team,” said Maurice Steenland, Senior Vice President,
Product & Delivery. “His superior skills in implementation of care management and value based care, as
well as operational assessments and restructuring, has delivered significant results in improved care,
streamlined operations and increased revenues.”

Most recently, O’Donnell was Managing Director of Operations for Evolent Health and held several other
leadership positions there in operations, claims quality and payment integrity. He also served as
managing consultant for Navigant.

O’Donnell earned a master’s degree in Public Administration with an emphasis in health and human
services from the University of Arizona’s Eller College of Management, He lives in Newark, Del. “I’m a
firm believer in living out the culture of strong, vigorous and healthy, which Valenz has fully incorporated
into the way it serves its employees, its partners, and their members,” O’Donnell said. 

“I’m looking forward to building upon that foundation through the proactive, sustainable solutions and
customer love that have set Valenz apart as healthcare continues to evolve.”

About Valenz 

Vālenz® simplifies the complexities of self-insurance for employers through a steadfast commitment to
data transparency and decision enablement. To balance the relationship between healthcare quality,
advocacy and cost, the Valenz approach aligns the member, provider and payer. We deliver this synergy
through a strong foundation with deep roots in clinical and member advocacy, alongside decades-long
expertise in claim reimbursement and payment validity, integrity and accuracy. By establishing “true
transparency” and offering data-driven solutions that improve cost, quality and outcomes for you and
your members, Valenz engages early and often for smarter, better, faster healthcare. Valenz is backed
by Great Point Partners. Visit valenzhealth.com 
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Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance Names Top Posts to Sanjay Godhwani and David
Bresnahan

MyHealthGuide Source: Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance via Insurance Journal, 3/24/2022

Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance (BHSI) announced Sanjay Godhwani has been named
president, North America region, and David Bresnahan will take on the role of global chief operating
officer.

Peter Eastwood, president and CEO, BHSI, said the two executives have been “pivotal in the building of
BHSI” since its launch in 2013.

Godhwani will be responsible for all North America region underwriting and underwriting support groups,
customer and broker engagement, and BHSI’s global catastrophe engineering and analytics group. He
has more than 25 years of industry experience and is a fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society. He
continues to be based in Boston.



Bresnahan has more than three decades of insurance industry experience. In his new role he will
oversee real estate and administration, finance, audit, information technology and operations throughout
BHSI’s global platform. He continues to be based in Boston as well.

About BHSI

Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance (BHSI) provides employer stop loss, commercial property,
casualty, healthcare professional liability, executive and professional lines, transactional liability, surety,
marine, travel, programs, accident and health, medical stop loss, homeowners, and multinational
insurance.  Visit bhspecialty.com.
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Legal News

Ninth Circuit Reversal of Trial Court Order Equals Big Win for Payors

MyHealthGuide Source: Virginia Bell Flynn, Chad Fuller, Tina Safi Felahi, Troutman Pepper via
JDSupra, 3/24/2022

Case: Wit et. al. v. United Behavioral Health and Alexander et al. v. United Behavioral Health (Case
Numbers 20-17363, 20-17364, 21-15193, and 21-15194)

On March 22, the Ninth Circuit reversed the trial court's order and underlying decision in the above Wit
case. In doing so, the court undid a pair of orders that had required UnitedHealthcare Group, Inc.'s
(United) behavioral health unit to reprocess thousands of claims for substance abuse and mental health
treatment after finding United's coverage guidelines were improper — and thus its denials were
unreasonable.

The Ninth Circuit considered, in large part, whether United's internal guidelines for mental health and
substance abuse coverage contravened generally accepted standards of care. It held that United's
interpretation — that the plans did not require consistency with the generally accepted standards of care
— was not unreasonable. In so holding, the Ninth Circuit ruled that the lower court was wrong in finding
that United abandoned its duties under ERISA.

Significantly, although the Ninth Circuit noted that the district court had noted the correct standard of
review — abuse of discretion — it misapplied this standard by substituting its own interpretation of the
plans for United's. The Ninth Circuit also rejected the plaintiffs' argument that United had a conflict of
interest, which would decrease the level of deference to be afforded in applying an abuse of discretion
standard. Indeed, the court held that even if United had a conflict of interest because it served as plan
administrator and insurer, it would not change the outcome on the facts.

This decision is significant, as plaintiffs bringing ERISA claims for substance abuse and mental health
treatment have been relying on Wit since the landmark 2019 decision to argue that use of level of care
guidelines lead to an abuse of discretion, going so far as to cite to Wit in their complaints. Indeed, in the
underlying decision, the lower court lent support to the argument that payors' guidelines are
unreasonable; that such guidelines harm members because they were developed solely for the payors'
benefit; and that consequently, use of such guidelines are unreasonable and an abuse of discretion
because they are more restrictive than generally accepted standards of care.

At bottom, following the reversal of Wit, plaintiffs can no longer rely on the case to definitively claim that
the level of care guidelines used by payors fall below reasonable standards of care in the medical
community, or that payors breached the generally accepted standard of care by relying on the same. The
reversal also precludes plaintiffs from relying on the case to argue a conflict of interest. Thus, the Ninth
Circuit's rejection of the lower court's finding that United had abused its discretion in interpreting the
health benefit plans' language is a big win for payors.
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Medical News

Long-term Outcomes and Healthcare Use Among Patients With Advanced Kidney Disease Who
Forgo Maintenance Dialysis

MyHealthGuide Source: Susan P. Y. Wong, MD, MS, et al., 3/14/2022, JAMA Network

In this systematic review of 41 cohort studies comprising 5102 adults with advanced kidney disease who
did not pursue dialysis, limited available evidence suggests that many patients survived several years
and experienced sustained quality of life until late in their illness course. However, use of acute care
services was common, and there was substantial disparity in access to supportive care near the end of
life across cohorts.

Researchers reviewed MEDLINE, Embase (Excerpta Medica Database), and CINAHL (Cumulative Index
of Nursing and Allied Health Literature) were searched from inception through December 3, 2021, for all
English language longitudinal studies of adults in whom there was an explicit decision not to pursue
maintenance dialysis. Two investigators independently reviewed all studies and selected those reporting
survival, use of health care resources, changes in quality of life, or end-of-life care during follow-up.
Studies of patients who initiated and then discontinued maintenance dialysis and patients in whom it was
not clear that there was an explicit decision to forgo dialysis were excluded. One author abstracted all
study data, of which 12% was independently adjudicated by a second author (<1% error rate).

Study findings

41 cohort studies comprising 5102 patients (range, 11-812 patients) were included in this
systematic review (5%-99% men; mean age range, 60-87 years).

Median survival of cohorts ranged from 1 to 41 months as measured from a baseline mean
estimated glomerular filtration rate ranging from 7 to 19 mL/min/1.73 m2.

Patients generally experienced 1 to 2 hospital admissions, 6 to 16 in-hospital days, 7 to 8 clinic
visits, and 2 emergency department visits per person-year.

During an observation period of 8 to 24 months, mental well-being improved, and physical well-
being and overall quality of life were largely stable until late in the illness course.

Among patients who died during follow-up, 20% to 76% had enrolled in hospice, 27% to 68%
died in a hospital setting and 12% to 71% died at home; 57% to 76% were hospitalized, and 4%
to 47% received an invasive procedure during the final month of life.
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Recurring Resources

Medical Stop-Loss Providers Ranked by 2020 Annual Premium - Over $25.6 Billion

Source: MyHealthGuide, 9/18/2021

The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking has been updated based on 2020 Annual Premium. In
addition, Rankings from prior years are incorporated into a single table. Click below to view full listing
with premium: The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking.

The top 89 stop loss providers are ranked.

The Medical Stop-Loss Provider Ranking table data reflect Direct Earned Premium from the
"Accident and Health Policy Experience Exhibit" ("Supplemental Pages, Insurance Expense
Exhibit” section) of publicly available Statutory Reports filed annually by each insurance carrier.

Stop Loss Premium Growth

Stop Loss premium based on 2020 annual premium is $25,645,704 (thousands), a 69% over 2016
annual premium of $15,004,224 (thousands) for a compounded annual rate of 14.0%. Stop Loss
premium totals by year:

2020 - $25,645,704 (thousands)

2019 - $23,588,932

2018 - $19,849,233

2017 - $16,451,079

2016 - $15,004,224

Top 10 and 20 Percent of Total 2020 Market

Top 10 stop loss providers ($17.3 Billion) compose 67.4 % of the total market ($25.6 Billion)

Top 20 stop loss providers ($21.5 Billion) compose 83.8 % of the total market ($25.6 Billion)

Top 20 and Ranking Changes 

The top 20 stop loss providers based on 2020 annual premium:

1. Cigna

2. UnitedHealth Group

3. Sun Life Financial

4. CVS Health Corp

5. Anthem

6. Tokio Marine HCC

7. HCSC

8. Voya Financial Inc.

9. Symetra

10. HM Insurance

11. Humana

12. Companion Life/Blue Cross Blue Shield of SC

13. Swiss Re

14. QBE

15. Fairfax Financial (CF Ins)

16. Western & Southern Financial

17. W. R. Berkley Corp.

18. Blue Cross Blue Shield of MI

19. Allstate Corp (acquired National General 1/2021)

20. Nationwide

In the new 2020 ranking compared to 2019, there were

14 providers that did not change their ranking position,

55 providers moved up in the ranking,

20 providers moved down in the ranking,

12 providers are new the ranking, and

3 providers dropped out of the ranking.
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Upcoming Conferences

March 30-31, 2022
SPBA's Spring meeting announcement presented by Society of Professional Benefit Administrators
(SPBA).  For SPBA members and self-funded/self-administered group health plans.  Renaissance
Washington, DC Downtown Hotel. Information: Info@spbatpa.org.

March 30-April 1, 2022
SIIA Spring Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The SIIA Spring Forum is
expected to be the largest gathering of senior-level self-insurance industry professionals for the first half
of 2022. Industry expertise and perspectives will be shared through targeted educational sessions, group
discussions, and a unique “focus group” participation opportunity. This will be combined with multiple
networking functions along with a table-top exhibitor program to help you make important connections.
New for this year, we have incorporated “business hours” into the program to make it convenient for
attendees to schedule/participate in important meetings. JW Marriott Grande Lakes, Orlando, FL. 
Information.

April 11-12, 2022
SIIA Future Leaders Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). If you are a
younger (under 40) self-insurance/captive insurance industry professional, this is a must-attend for you.
Developed by the SIIA Future Leaders Committee, this forum will feature educational content targeted for
younger professionals with multiple networking opportunities to help you make important connections
with those in your age group. The Westin Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN. Information.

April 12, 2022 - 9 AM to 1 PM 
“The Future of Business & Benefits” is hosted by True Captive Insurance and presented by J.P. Farley
and Athletico Physical Therapy, and sponsored by Vālenz®, NavMD and 6 Degrees Health. The event is
scheduled for at Busch Stadium. Joel Goldberg, television host and in-game reporter for the Kansas
City Royals, will deliver the keynote address. With facilitation by Kiera Hanselman, employee benefit
expert and employer advocate, the event will spotlight companies that have leveraged self-funded
solutions for greater cost savings and improved member experience. Presenters include David
Voorhees, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of True Captive Insurance; Adam Berkowitz, Founder
and President of Simpara; Rachel Strauss, Director of Strategic Development of EHIM; and Dr. Jeffrey
Davis, Founder of Link Primary Care.  Register: truecaptive.com/st-louis-registration/

April 12, 2022 - 10:00 am – 11:00 am CT
Behavioral Health Services and Innovations presented by National Association of Worksite Health
Centers (NAWHC). Speakers: Michael Thompson, Pres. & CEO, National Alliance of Healthcare
Purchaser Coalitions and Anne Hopkins,, Director, People & Operations, Benefits and Wellness, CHG
Healthcare.  Registration.

April 19, 2022 - 11:00 am PT
Fireside Chat Topic: “The Journey from Serving Big Carriers' Needs to Serving One's Community and
Transforming Healthcare” presented by 6 Degrees Health. In this Fireside Chat, Adam Berkowitz will
discuss why they started a new agency along with the serendipity of joining Dave Chase's Health
Rosetta’s first cohort — a conversation about key issues that gained traction early on, as well as
missteps and failures. These early experiences paved the way for what they are building today and the
demand they generate. They have leaned into partnerships with Health Rosetta and 6 Degrees Health to
enable more durable programs for our community. Click Here to Register

April 25-27, 2022
AAPAN Innovations Retreat .This intimate event will act as a forum for candid discussion on issues
impacting our industry and provide innovative solutions to address them. The event will focus on a
mixture of topics that support our three core areas: advocacy, collaboration and administrative
simplification. Reservation and registration details will be provided in the coming weeks, but for now,
save the date so you can take part of this important event.  Grand Hyatt Tampa Bay. Information.

April 26-27 2022
14th Annual Healthcare Revolution Conference Continues to Assist Self-Funded Employers in Reducing
Costs, Improving Outcomes, and Reinventing Care Delivery  (formerly the Employer Healthcare &
Benefits Congress).  In today's landscape of unprecedented price increases in healthcare, total
instability, and The Great Resignation, employers can't let corporate wellness and culture go neglected. 
Information and Registration

April 28-29, 2022 - In person only
Texas Association of Benefit Administrators’ (TABA) Spring Conference –“ Leading the Way”. TABA is
also offering a second track – “Self-Funding Basics” for Agents, Brokers, and Account Managers. Westin
Galleria Dallas.  For more information – www.tabaconference.com.

May 4-6, 2022 - In person
Smart Data Solutions Customer Symposium.   This events connects and facilitate conversations
between Payers and Network Partners surrounding industry challenges and ways to efficiently address
them. Topics include integration of Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence into workflow processes,
new mandates surrounding the No Surprises Act, Medical Record Analysis, FHIR, Prior Authorizations,
and more!  Hosted by Smart Data’s Co-CEOs, Pat Bollom and John Prange.. Call 651.894.6400 and
visit www.sdata.us.

May 16-18, 2022
SIIA Corporate Growth Forum presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). This new SIIA
event has been designed to help SIIA members better understand growth strategies made possible by
corporate financial transactions (mergers, acquisitions, capitalizations, etc.). In addition to targeted
educational content, attendees will have the opportunity to connect with representatives of private equity
firms and related advisors and network with owners/senior executives of other SIIA member companies.
Greenville, South Carolina. Register

May 18-19, 2022 
Roundstone 7th annual Medical Captive Forum (MCF), entitled, "Thrive Together." We’re excited to be
back in person in the city we love - Cleveland, Ohio. And we are just as excited to deliver an informative
and educational event to help you stay on top of important health insurance and healthcare trends, and
implement wellness and cost saving strategies for healthier, happier employees. When our businesses
thrive, we all do. This event is designed for our customers, our trusted network of benefits advisors, our
solution provider partners, and executives responsible for employee health benefits at small and mid-size
companies across the nation RSVP here to pre-register.  

June 7-9, 2022
The Direct Primary Care Innovation Conference presented LIVE by Hint. The industry's first big DPC
event of the year! Attend to elevate your innovative DPC practice, gather insights, foster relationships
and learn about new technology to achieve better outcomes for our industry. Join hundreds of DPC
innovators and clinicians at Hint Summit 2022! Denver, CO.  Information and Registration.

June 23-24, 2022
2022 Onsite Employee Health Clinics Forum.  Leading Strategies to Build & Expand Worksite Clinics:
Reduce Medical Expenses, Ensure/Maintain a Competitive Benefits Strategy and Achieve a High-
Performing & Healthy Workforce. The Drake Hotel • Chicago, IL.  Information and Registration.

July 18-19, 2022 - In person
HCAA's TPA Summit 2022 presented by Health Care Administrators Association, Hyatt Regency St.
Louis at The Arch, St. Louis, MO. Information

August 24-26, 2022
2022 MASI Annual Fall Conference presented by Mississippi Association of Self-Insurers.  We are
pleased to open a call for proposals for presentations at the 2022 MASI Annual Fall Conference. If you
have a proposal for an educational session, or if you have a topic you would like presented at the 2022
Fall Conference, please contact Wendy Powell at wendyp@masiweb.org. The deadline to submit ideas
is Monday, January 3, 2022. The planning committee will consider all ideas and will use these to form the
agenda for the 2022 Annual MASI Fall Conference! Beau Rivage Resort and Casino, Biloxi, MS. 
Registration.

September 8-9, 2022
NAWHC 10th Annual Forum: Creating and Expanding Worksite Health Clinics presented by the National
Association of Worksite Health Centers.  Topics: The direction of employer centers in post-COVID-19
world; Planning and design of worksite health centers; Operations, staffing and management of worksite
health centers; Legal and regulatory aspects of worksite health centers; The impact of COVID-19 on
center services; Measuring the health center performance; Increasing utilization and engagement;
Pharmacy services; and Digital services. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel in downtown Nashville. 
Information and registration. 

October 11-13, 2022
SIIA National Conference & Expo presented by The Self-Insurance Institute of America (SIIA). The
world’s largest self-insurance/captive insurance industry event will be back with its traditional, fully in-
person format. JW Marriott Desert Ridge Resort & Spa, Phoenix, AZ. Registration.
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July 17-18, 2023 - In person
HCAA's TPA Summit 2023 presented by Health Care Administrators Association.. Hyatt Regency, Dallas,
TX. Information
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Editorial Notes, Disclaimers & Disclosures

Articles are edited for length and clarity.

Articles are selected based on relevance and diversity.

No content in this Newsletter should be construed as legal advice. All legal questions should be
directed to your own personal or corporate legal resource.

Internet links are tested at the time of publication. However, links change or expire often.

Articles do not necessarily reflect views held by the Publisher.

Should you stop receiving the Newsletter, here are some items to check: Is the Newsletter email
in your junk or spam folder?
• Have your IT team "whitelist" sender (Clevenger@MyHealthGuide.com)
• Provide another email address.
• Access the Newsletter online at www.MyHealthGuide.com/news.htm.

Our email servers inactivate an account (email address) after three successive failed attempts to deliver
the Newsletter. Failures to deliver occur when your email server "bounces" our Newsletter because your
server views our email as spam because of anatomical terms often referenced in our "Medical News"
section and for other reasons. 
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